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NACA TRANSONIC WIND-TUNNEL TEST SECTIONS 
By Ray H. Wr ight and Vernon G. Ward 
':::) ~ a: 
~ '"" ::s SUMMARY 
An approximate subsonic theory has been developed for the solid 
blockage interference in circular wind tunnels with walls slotted in the 
direction of flow. This theory indicated the possibility of obtaining 
zero blockage interfer ence . Tests in a circular slotted tunnel based on 
the theory confirmed the theoretical predictiOns. 
The slotted wind tunnel was operable at supersonic speeds merely by 
increasing the power input, and moreover, the supersonic Mach number 
produced could be varied by varying the power . The phenomenon of choking, 
characteristic of closed tunnels, did not occur in the slotted tunnel. 
Comparison of pressure measurements on a practical size nonlifting 
model in the slotted tunnel with measurements obtained on the same model 
in a much larger closed t unnel, in which the interference effects were 
negligible, showed good agreement at subsonic Mach numbers not greatly 
exceeding the critical and fair agreement over most of the model surface 
at Mach numbers up to 1 .1 . 
The transonic operation of this t ype of test section re~uires 
considerable further experimentation and analysis . 
INTRODUCTION 
Model testing in wind tunnels at high subsonic Mach numbers presents 
special difficulties that increase in severity as Mach number 1.0 is 
approached. To obviate tunnel choking and severe interference effects 
due to constriction of solid walls in closed wind tunnels, the model size 
must be continuously decreased as the Mach number approaches unity from 
either direction so that at Mach numbers near unity, vanishingly small 
models are re~uired . This re~uirement prevents, in closed wind tunnels, 
a study of model characteristics continuously through the sonic region. 
It was recognized that open-throat tunnels , because of their constant 
pressure boundary, could not permit the existence of the strong axial 
pressure-gradient characteristics of choked closed- throat tunnels. In 
C ONFIDENI'::rnr, 
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f act, the very first efforts to construct high-speed wind tunnels were 
made using open-throat tunnels. Large power requirements and f low 
unsteadiness of open-throat tunnels at high Mach number s , however, 
interposed serious disadvantages and thus closed-throat tunnels were 
employed . As the need for ade~uate research facilities f or the range of 
Mach number near and through 1.0 grew, new efforts wer e instituted to 
solve the problem of wind-tunnel testing limitations for the Mach 
number 1 .0 region . Fundament al considerations of the problem of wind-
tunnel-wall correct ions and choking limitations led to the idea of a 
"porous wall." 
Theor etica l consideration of the problem with subsonic flow indicated 
the poss ibility of reducing the interference due to boundaries by means 
of slots in the solid boundary extending in the direction of flow . On 
the basis of approximate theoretical results, such a slotted wind tunnel 
was designed . Tests of a model in this slotted wind tunnel indicated that 
the primary object of minimizing the interference effects due to constric-
t ion had been attained. At the same time, the tests showed that the 
slotted test section could be operated continuously through the t ransonic 
range to low supersonic Mach numbers without change in tunnel conf iguration . 
No theory has yet been developed for upper transonic and supersonic operation. 
The subsonic theory was first developed i n useful form in September 1946 . 
This paper presents the significant research r esults obtained to date. 
SUBSONIC THEORY 
The first investigation undertaken in this project was a theoretical 
study of the solid blockage in a wind tunnel with cylindrical boundary 
conta ining open slots parallel to the flow. I t was thought possible, 
since the interfer ence velocities due to the walls are of Dpposite signs 
with free and solid boundaries , that the opposite effects might be so 
combined in a slotted tunnel as to produce zero sol i d blockage . The 
theoretical development follows. 
Consider a doublet placed on the axis of a circular slotted wind 
tunnel (f i g . 1). On the as sumpt ion of incompressible potential flow, the 
potential due to this doublet i s 
(1) 
where 
m the doublet strength 
x coordinate in the axial direction 
r radial coordinate 
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The total disturbance potential within the tunnel is assumed to be given 
by the sum. of the doublet potential ¢ and a disturbance potential ¢* 
determined from the following boundary conditions: 
At the slots 
o 
At the solid boundaries 
n~ (¢ + ¢*)] == 0 
L or Jr==R 
where R is the tunnel radius. 
must satisfy Laplace's equation. 
The perturbation potential ¢*, like 
Thus~ in cylindrical coordinates 
o 
( 2) 
¢, 
( 4) 
where 8 is the angular coordinate as indicated in figure 2. Let n slots 
be spaced symmetrically in the boundary. It is then possible and convenient 
to treat the flow in only one of the n identical sectors produced by 
drawing radii to the centers of the n open segments of the boundary. 
(See fig. 2.) With the' transformation 
(J) == ne 
(J) covers a range of 2n in each sector. Moreover, if the origin for (J) 
is taken at the radius drawn to the center of the closed segment, the 
range 0 to -rt is seen to be exactly symmetrical to the range 0 to rt, 
so that only the positive values of (J) in the range 0 tQ rt need be 
considered . With the transformation (5), equation (4) becomes 
( 6) 
From symmetry, as may be seen from figure 2 , the boundary conditions 
apply. 
to (J) 
The use of the finite Fourier cosine transformation with respect 
is therefore suggested, (See reference 1.) Application of the 
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finite cosine transform to equation (6) and to the boundary condi tions ( 2) 
and (3), with consideration of (7), y ields 
(8) 
r-dl r=R fSin ( s n) - sin (sm:tJ] ltu:L L rJ L-----s---- + 0 ~*Jr=R cos (sm) dill 
(10) 
where ~c is the finite cos ine transformation of ¢* with respect to m 
and is given by 
L" '1* COB (sw) dill (11 ) 
Equation (9) is obtained under the consideration that 
where ml is the value of m at the edge of the s l ot . A similar considera-
tion applies to equation (10). The assumption is now made that equation (8) 
can be s olved by the method of sepsxation of variables . Thus , let 
(12) 
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Use of equation (12) in (8) gives 
2 2 
XPrr + 1 xp - ~ XP + PXxx = 0 
r r r2 
where the subscripts r and x indicate derivatives with respect to 
those variables. Division of equation (13) by XP gives 
(14) 
Since the sum of the first . three terms of this equation is independent 
of x and the last term is independent of r and s 
= some quantity independent of x and r = -12 
where r is to be considered a parameter that may be varied at will. 
The solution with respect to the variable x is the same as that obtained 
in reference 2. Equation (15) is solved by terms of the type 
1:..y = A-r sin yx (16) 
where Ay is a constant for any given value of r and solutions may be 
added to obtain a function of x satisfying the boundary conditions. 
For the variable r, use of equation (15) in equation (14)and multipli-
cation by P gives 
or 
(18) 
A solution of equation (18) is 
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wher e Bns is a constant for any given value of (ns) and ~ is the 
modified Bessel function of the first kind . (See reference 3, chapter III.) 
The corresponding function of the second kind f a i ls to appear because of 
the necessity that the solution be regular within the tunnel. Now write 
7 (k = 1, 2, 3, . . .) 
where 1 is the x-length over which X is to be defined . Then 
e~uation (16) becomes 
and e~uation (12) becomes 
00 
cpc (r,x,s) = L Ak Bns ~ (k~) sin k~X 
k=l 
Also, from reference 1, 
00 
¢* = ~ cpc (r , x,o) + ~ ~ cpc (r,x,s ) cos (00)) 
s=l 
00 
= * L Ak B(,) 10 (kf) sin (k~X) 
k=l 
00 00 
(20) 
( 21) 
( 22 ) 
+ ~ ~ Bns cos (00)) L Ak Ins (k~r) sin (k~X) (23 ) 
s=l k=l 
and if, in e~uation ( 23), j is written instead of a 
+ g 
:rr 
00 
~ BnJ cos (jru) 
j=l 
C ONF IDEm' IAL 
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and 
co 
~ L k; Ak Bo 10 ' ~~) sin (k~~) 
k==l 
+ ~ t Bnj cos (jill ) t k-t Ak I nj t (k~) sin (k~X) (25) 
j ==l k==l 
where the primes indicate derivatives with respect to the arguments of the 
Bessel funct ions. From e~uation ( 22) 
00 
[rpc] r ==R L Ak Bns Ins ~~) sin (k~X) k=l ( 26) 
co ~o~cj = L k11: A B Ins , (k~) sin 0~) dr r=R 7, k ns k=l 
Suppose also that 
with sin k~X~ so that 
r~l are expanded in Fourier series 
Ldr Jr =R 
( 28) 
where 0... and Q.,~ ar,e the constants . The boundary conditions ( 9) 
. ~~l ~2 
and. (10) now become 
CONFIDENTIAL 
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00 L Ak Ens I ns (kf) sin (k~X) fB i n ( s re) - s i n ( S(1)l)l \ () [-----s----j L Qk1 sin k~X 
k=l 
and 
00 
00 
+ ~ L Ak sin 
k=l 
k =l 
1(1)1 (k':) 0 COB (jal) COB (sm) dw 
L ¥ Ak Bns I ns I (k~) sin (k~X) = 
k=l 
00 
+ ~ t k; Ak Bo 10 ' (k':) sin (k~xj 
i re cos ( j(1)) cos (8(1)) ~ (1)1 
E~uating coefficients of sin (k~X) and performing t he indicated integrat ions 
gi ves 
s 
2 ~oo (bill) [ Sin ( j - s) ~ 
+ - Ak Bnj Inj --,-- + 
re j= " . 2( j - s ) 
CONFIDENTIAL 
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sin ( j + s)roll 
2(j + s) J 
In equations (23)~ ( 30)~ and (31) Ak , Qkl' Qk2' and the Bessel functions 
depend upon k, which takes on only integral values . In reference 2, 
however~ the length 1 was extended to infinity and the Fourier series 
was replaced by a Fourier i ntegral. With the integral form, the coeffi-
cients Ak, Qkl' and ~2 are replaced by continuous functions of kjl 
or, otherwise ~ of 
If, also, 
kn:R q =-
1 
!:. = P 
R 
~ = S 
R 
and~ if the functions A(q) are combined with the coefficients Bns 
or Bnj~ equation (23) is replaced with 
00 
+ ~ ~ COB (""') LOO Gne(q) I",,(qp) Bin (q () dq (34) 
CONFIDENTIAL 
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and e~uations (30) and (31) with 
fs in ( s n) - sin (~l)l Co(~) ( sin (~l) Cns(~) Ins (~) = -Ql( ~)L s j + n Io~) s 
and 
(j - s )n - sin (j - s)~ 
2(j - s ) 
sin (j + s )(1)11 
2 (j + s) J 
(36) 
Since Ql and Q2 are now the functions which when multiplied by 
sin ( ~S ) make up the integrands in the Fourier integral expression of 
r~l respectively, consideration of e~uation (1) gives L~r =R' 
(38) 
Integration by parts and consideration of reference 4 shows that 
(40) 
CONFIDENTIAL 
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where Ka and Kl are modi fied Bessel functions of the second kind. 
If the equations ( 35) and ( 36) are solved for Cns (q ) and if the right-
hand sides are equated to each other and the relations ( 39) and (40 ) are 
used, the following equation for determining the functions Cns ( q) 
results: 
~ Inj '(q) ["in ( j 
Ins ' (q) 
- sin 1 0' (qJ fsin ( s rc) 
I ns '(q) l s 
- s ) n - sin ( j - s )(1)l sin 
2( j - s ) 
( j 
+ a)~J} 
2( j + s) 
_ ~ {Ko(q) rin (a.) - sin (Silll)] Kl (q) [ain ~Wl)J} ( 41) 
- 2n2R2 Ins ( q) s + Ins ' ( q) 
For convenience, take 
( 42) 
and let the argument q of the Bessel functions be understood. Then, 
since 10' = 11 , equation (41) can be written, after some rearrangement 
and after multiplication with the product Ins Ins' 
CONFIDENTIAL J 
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+ t P nj J [r". I
nj ' + Ins' I n 4J [Sin (j - S )'":L + 
j==l L L 2( j - 13) sin (j + s)~l 2( j + s) J 
- T I I r~ in (j - s):J( J~ 
--u.s nj [ 2( j - s) IJ 
= --<;2 {~ns' Ko - r". K~ sin ~-) 
_ ICc Ina' Sins (sn) } s == 1, 2.1 3 . .. (43) 
E~uations (43) provide at each value of ~ an infinite system of 
simultaneous linear algebraic e~uations for the determination of the values 
of the functions Pnj(~) at that point. With use of e~uation (42) the 
interference potential (34) can be written 
¢* == sin 
from which the interference velocity in the direction of the tunnel 
axis is 
u* 
(44) 
It seems l ikely that, if the first few f unctions Pns could be 
obtained, the interference velocities not only in the axial direction but 
also in the radial and angular directions (obtained by differentiating 
CONFIDENl'IAL 
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equation (44) with respect to radial and axial distances) 
factorily expressed. Unfortunately ~ every function Pns 
every other one according to equations (43) and even Po 
could be satis-
depends upon 
may therefore 
be very difficult to obtain with a sufficient degree of approximation. 
Some information may be obtained, however, from the form of the solution. 
On the axis of the tunnel (p = O)~ which i s in the region of greatest 
interest because the model is located at the center~ the interference 
velocity is determined by the function Po alone; for all the Bessel 
functions Ins (0) are zero except for 10 (0), which is equal to unity. 
Moreover, as the argument is decreased, the value of the Bessel function Ins 
decreases ever IDOre strongly as the order is increased; therefore, if a value 
of illl can be chosen such that the interference velocity at the tunnel axis 
is zero, the interference slightly off the axis will be less as the number 
of slots n becomes greater. In any case, the variation of the interference 
velocity with angular position near the tunnel axis will be decreased by 
increasing the number of slots~ since the interference corresponding 
to Po is invariant with respect to ill. The angular variation of the 
axial and radial velocities will be symmetrical about ill = O. The angular 
interference velocities will be antisymmetrical about ill = O. S ince the 
only function of x appearing in equation (45) is the even function cos (q~), 
the variations of the axial velocities will be symmetrical about x = 0 
(the position of the doublet). The radial and angular variations, however, 
will be antisymmetrical about x = O. 
The infinite integral appearing in equations (4l+) and (45) causes no 
trouble and can be graphically obtained~ since it appears to converge in 
the region of q = 8. For the closed tunnel (illl = rt) and for the open 
tunnel (illl = O)~ for which Pns is zero except for Po and Po 
degenerates to known functions of q including Bessel functions, this 
convergence has been proved through the use of asymptotic expansions of 
the Bessel f~ctions. 
The system of equations (43) has been set up in matrix form for 10 
of the equations and 10 of the unknown functions Pnj(q). (See fig. 3·) 
For each row the value of s is constant j for each column the value 
of j is constant·. The argument of the Bessel functions is q in every 
case. The determinant of the left side of equations (43) is contained 
in the space below and to the left of the double lines in figure 3. This 
determinant is symmetrical about a diagonal; squares containing identical 
quantities are indicated with identical numbers. In each square the 
function of Bessel functions is to be multiplied by t he function of 
trigonometric functions appearing in that same square. The functions Pnj 
applying to their respective columns are given in the row above and to the 
left of the double lines. The K at the top of the column to the right 
of the double lines indicates that that column contains the constants given 
by the right-hand side of equations (43). 
CON]' IDENT IAL 
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The system of equations (43) has not been shown to be convergent. 
The Fourier series in cos (~) is required not only to express a 
function ¢* and its first and second derivatives but also to satisfy 
two simultaneous equations expressing two different kinds of boundary 
conditions . The boundary conditions are discontinuous at the edges of 
the slots (w ::::: wl), and, by analogy with thin airfoil theory, the 
velocities at the edges are expected to be infinite . Such boundary 
conditions cannot be exactly satisfied by a Fourier series and it would 
not be surprising, therefore, if the system (43) were divergent. It is 
reasonable to suppose, however, that the interference near the center 
is largely determined by average conditions at the boundary rather than 
by the detailed boundary conditions , and these average conditions could 
be expressed by means of a Fourier series . I n any case, the potential 
only a short distance from the boundary could certa inly be expressed in 
Fourier series . The problem at hand, therefore, is the determination 
to a sufficient degree of approximation of the first few functions Po' 
Pl , P2 , Py . . 
As a first attempt to obtain numerical solutions, four of the 
simultaneous equations (43) with the first four functions Po .•. P3 
were solved at various values of q for n::::: 10 (10 slots) and values of wl 
of n/2, 3n/5, 3n/4, and 7n/8. The axial interference velocities at 
the position of the doublet (p::::: ~ ::::: 0) according to equation (45) are 
shown by the circles (0) in figure 4 , where they may be compared with 
the corres·ponding values for the open and closed tunnels. It "was 
realized that the number of equations used in the solution was entirely 
inadequate for obtaining accurate values of the interference, but since 
the interference at the center must depend largely on the mean boundary 
conditions, it was thought that Bome indication of the slot effect 
could be obtained . The nonuniformity of convergence of the Fourier 
series is such, however, that with the smaller slot widths, since in 
these cases the edge of the slot dominates the whole slot region, even 
the mean boundary conditions would not be adequately expressed, and an 
attempt to calculate the interference with wl::::: 0.95n ended in failure 
because the integrand in the infinite integral of equation (45) became 
positively and negatively infinite at a point within the range of 
integration. The course of the calculated values (fig . 4) and the 
behavior of the calculations were such, however, that it was surmised 
that the interference at the position of the doublet should become zero 
for a value of illl near 7n/8. On the basis of these meager results, 
an experimental investigation was planned. 
The 10 by 10 system of figure 3 (with some allowable modification 
in order to keep the numbers involved within the range of the computing 
machine) was next solved on the general purpose system of the Bell 
Telephone Laboratories for n::::: 2 and values of wl ' of n/4, 3rr/4, 
and 0.49n, the last value chosen instead of n/2 because the Bell 
CONFIDENT IAL 
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machine was not set to carry the zero coefficients that would appear in 
many of the squares for ~ rr/2. The values obtained for the inter-
15 
ference velocity at the position of the doublet are shown by the 
diamonds (» in figure 4. The value n = 2 was chosen because it 
was believed that with n = 2 the value of ffil, for zero interference, 
would be of a lower value, for which the problem of convergence would 
be less severe, and it was desired to investigate the satisfaction of 
the boundary conditions in this region under the most favorable computing 
conditions. Also, a comparison was desired between the interference 
for the two-slot circular tunnel and the interference for the rectangular 
tunnel with two free sides which was discussed in reference 5 . The fact 
that the interference-velocity value for the rectangular tunnel with 
two open sides (shown by A in fig. 4) falls above the values calculated 
for the two-slot circular tunnel does not indicate that these values are 
incorrect, because in the rectangular tunnel the more strongly effective 
central part of the closed surface lies closer to the doublet position 
than in the circular tunnel, and the interference-velocity value might 
therefore be expected to lie nearer to the closed-tunnel value. 
The interference at the doublet position with n = 10 and illl = 7rr/8 
has recently been calculated on the Bell Computer with 14 equations of 
the system (43). The results shown in figure 4 verify the assumption 
previously made that for this configuration the interference would be 
approximately zero. 
With regard to compressibility effects , the method described in the 
appendix of reference 6 is applicable. By this method, the whole system 
is stretched in the flow direction by the ratio 1 In this 
process, the tunnel boundary remains unchanged since in the theory it 
already extends uniformly to infinity. Because of the stretching of the 
body, however, the strength of the doublet used to represent it must be 
1 increased approximately in the ratio Since, according to 
~ 1 - M2 
reference 6, the velocities induced in the compressible flow are increased 
in the ratio 1 in the stream direction and 1 normal to 
the stream direction over the incompressible induced velocities for the 
stretched system and since the tunnel-wall interference velocities are 
proportional to the doublet strength, the effect of compressibility is 
1 to increase the axial interference velocities in the r atio 
( 2 )3/2 I-M 
and the interference velocities normal to the axis in the ratio 1 
CONFIDENTIAL 
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It therefore follows that if the interferenc e is zero for the incom-
pressible flow it is also zero for compressible flow. This reasoning 
is valid, moreover, even though the critical speed of the body be 
exceeded, because the presence of supersonic regions about the model 
could be taken into account merely by increasing the doublet strength 
sti ll further; the nature of the tunnel-wall constriction effect r eoains 
unchanged. Any distortion present, that is, increase in interference 
velocities away from the doublet pOSition, would be magnified by com-
pressibility and might become too large to be tolerated as Mach number 
unity is approached. It therefore appears that as with conventional 
wind tunnels the size of the model must be decreased as the Mach number 
is increased . At any given Mach number, however, it should b e possible 
to test much larger models in a given size slotted tunnel than could be 
tested in the same size closed tunnel. 
Once the supersonic region has reached the tunnel wall, the theory 
herein presented is no · longer valid. A consideration of the nature of 
wind-tunnel choking indicates, however, that choking need not occur, 
because the excess mass flow can bypass the model by flowing out through 
the slots into the tank ahead of the model and can enter again through 
the slots behind the model. 
As may be seen from figure 4, for slot widths greater than that 
just sufficient to Secure zero interference at the center the operation 
of the slotted tunnel is relatively i nsensitive to slot width. This 
characteristic provides some possibili ty of compromise with regard to 
varying the slot width in order to reduce the lift interference, which 
has not yet been investigated, and with regard to possible supersonic 
operation. Otherwise, it seems desirable to keep the slot width as 
small as practicable in order to minimize the power requirement. In 
this regard, it may be inferred from figure 4 that the greater the 
number of slots the smaller is the ratio of open periphery to closed 
periphery required to attain the zero interference condition. The power 
required for a slotted tunnel should be much less than that needed for an 
open tunnel. 
Ell'ERIMENT AL INVESTIGATION 
Symbols 
The following symbols are used in presenting the results of the 
experimental investigation: 
a velocity of sound in air 
b wing semispan 
CONFIDENTIAL 
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c 
D 
D' 
H 
1. 
M 
p 
s 
V 
x 
y 
wing chord 
diameter of tunnel 
effective diameter of tunnel 
absolute total pressure 
body length 
stream Mach number (Via) 
stream Mach number at midpoint of test section 
stream Mach number at nose of body 
stream Mach number at tail of body 
absolute static pressure 
critical pressure ratio (M = 1.0) 
station from midpoint of test section along tunnel 
longitudinal axis 
free-stream velocity 
station along body axis or along wing chord 
distance along wing span 
Tests with 31-Inch-Diameter Body 
2 
Apparatus and methods.- Preliminary tests in this investigation 
17 
were conducted in a 12-inch-diameter circular closed test section slotted 
in the direction of flow. This test section was designed on the basis of 
the preceding theory to produce zero blockage interference at the position 
of the model. Ten evenly spaced longitudinal slots comprised one-eighth of 
the total circular periphery. The slot width remained constant along its 
length~ and extended downstream to a station in the diffuser where the 
area had increased 20 percent over the throat area. At this station the 
effuser bell became tangent to the diffuser. A closed tank 24 inches in 
diameter surrounded the test section. A longitudinal schematic diagram 
of the slotted test section and a scaled cross-Bectional view of the 
circular slotted test section are included in figure 5. Some of the 
important slotted test-Bection parameters are included in table I. 
CONFIDENTIAL 
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The test model was a 31 -inch-diameter prolate spheroid of fineness 
2 
ratio 6 (table II). The ratio of body diameter to tunnel diameter 
is .0 . 292 . The selection of such a large Sized body was made in order to 
magnify the wall-interference effect to permit an accurate treatment of 
the wall-interference effects . Static- pressure orifices were installed 
in the body a long top and bottom meridians and at several angular stations 
about the center of the body. 
The local static pressures over the body were recorded Simultaneously 
with the free-stream Mach number in all tunnel configurations . 
In order to obtain for comparison an experimental "free air " or 
essentially interference-free condition for the model , tests were also 
performed on the same model in the Langley 8-foot high-speed tunnel . For 
further comparison, tests were made in 12- inch-diameter open and closed 
test sections, and the results were corrected by means of a potential-
flow method. The 8-foot-diameter closed-tunnel data were essentially 
interference free as recorded. 
Results and discussion .- Surveys of the pressure distributions at 
the center and at the wall of the slotted test section indicated a 
satisfactorily uniform test region at all subsonic Mach numbers (see 
fig . 6). Supersonic Mach numbers were obtained merely by increasing 
the pressure drop across the test s ection. With a supersonic Mach 
number of 1 . 097, the Mach number variations appeared to be ~.02 over 
a one- j et-diameter l ength . Center- line pressures were obta ined by means 
of a g-inCh-diameter axial static survey tube that extended upstream to 
the tunnel entrance bell . The axia l pressure distribution at an indica ted 
stream Mach number of 0 . 96 in the l2-inch-diameter clos ed tunnel is 
included in this figure for comparison . Small axial pressure gradients 
existed in the 12- inch-diameter open and closed tunnels and a t the highest 
subsonic Mach numbers in the 8-foot-diameter closed tunnel . The Mach 
number calibrations for all tunnels were based on pressures at orifices 
located in the closed entranc e section upstream of the throat . 
With the 3~-inCh-diameter body in the 12- inch-diameter closed test 
section, the Mach number was limited to 0.72 by choking a t the model , 
whereas in the open test section choking at the effuser bell limited the 
maximum test Mach number to 0 . 89 . In the slotted test section choking 
again occurred at the effuser bell, b ut since the mixing region wa s now 
limited only to the slots and the low-energy air at the boundary was 
therefore l ess t han that produced in the open tunnel , a maximum Mach 
number of 0 . 97 could be obtained . In the 8-foot closed test section a 
maximum t est Mach number of 0.94 was obtained rather than the value 0 . 96 
indicated by theoretica l one-dimensional choking at the model. The 
8-foot tunnel is therefore believed to have choked at the support strut 
b ehind the model . 
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The measured local pressure r a tios at the midpoint of the 31 -inch-
2 
diameter prolate spheroid in the 12-inch-diameter and 8-foot-diameter 
tunnel configurations corrected for the small pressure gradients that 
existed in the closed-throat tunnels are presented as a function of 
Mach number in figure 7. Even with this large model in the 12-inch-
diameter slotted tunnel~ the pressures show reasonably good agreement 
over almost the entire test Mach number range with pressures obtained 
in the 8-foot-diameter closed tunnel . This behavior is in sharp contrast 
with that in the 12-inch-diameter closed tunnel~ for which the blockage 
interference is very large. A large high subsonic Mach number range is 
covered in the l2- inch-diameter slotted tunnel which cannot be reached 
in the 12-inch-diameter closed tunnel because of choking at the model. 
Figure 8 presents the measured local-pressure ratios p Ii in the 
slotted test section compared to the pressure ratios obtained from the 
corrected 8-foot-diameter closed test section data and from the corrected 
12-inch-diameter open and closed tunnel data. The slotted test section 
curve falls between the two zero interference curves and extends to high 
subsonic Mach numbers for which adequate correction for the interference 
cannot be made. 
The pressure distributions over the 3!-inch-diameter prolate 
2 
spheroid are compared at several Mach numbers with the two zero inter-
ference curves in figure 9. The pressure distribution obtained from the 
linearized potential theory is also shown. A rotation of the pressure 
diagram in the slotted test section is evident in the sense of increasing 
pressures toward the nOSe of the body. The pressure-ratio scale has been 
doubled relative to that in previous figures in order to define more 
clearly this distortion. It is believed that this distortion of the 
pressure distribution is due to the inordinately large-aize model used in 
these preliminary experiments . Even so~ it is also believed that the 
distortion might be corrected by tapering the slot widths. This phase 
of the problem has been deferred for later study~ however~ in order to , 
proceed to the more important investigation of the transonic behavior of 
this type of test section with models of more reasonable size. 
Tests With l}-InCh-Diameter Model 
1 Apparatus and methods. - The model consi~ted of a 13-inch-diameter 
prolate spheroid~ of fineness ratio 6~ fitted with an NACA 65-010 wing 
of l~-inCh chord and 6-inch span. (See tables II and III.) The orifice 
locations on the model are presented in figure 10. 
An octagonal slotted test section was substituted for the circular 
section used in the preliminary tests. Eight axial slots comprising 1/8 
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of the total periphery wer"e located at the corners between the flat sides. 
(See fig. 5.) The length of the ootagonal slotted test section was one-
half the length of the circular slotted test section. The choice of the 
octagonal section was ~de as a result of studies of "the application of 
this type of throat to large wind tunnels, specifically, the Langley 
16-foot and 8-foot high-speed tunnels. Factors affecting the choice 
of test-section shape are installation of optical apparatus and 
construction simplicity and cost. 
A calibration based on the measured tank pressure ahead of the 
slotted region was used to give Mach number variation both in the subsonic 
and in the supersonic region. The stream Mach number, calibrated in this 
manner, is used in the octagonal transonic slotted tunnel tests. 
Eecause of the existing supersonic Mach number gradients, all Mach numbers 
above the speed of sound are presented for the nose position of the test 
model. 
For comparison the 8-foot-diameter closed tunnel was utilized as the 
zero interference condition. The 8-foot-diameter closed tunnel was 
limited to a subsonic Mach number of 0.99 by choking at or near the model. 
The interference effects on the model at all subsonic Mach numbers were 
found to be negligible. (See reference 7.) One test point with zero 
Mach number gradient was obtained at Mach number 1.20. By moving the 
test model upstream in the supersonic nozzle of the 8-foot tunnel, 
additional test points at lower supersonic Mach numbers could be obtained 
with a positive Mach number gradient of about 0.03 from the nose to the 
tail of the body. As these test points were the best available for this 
Mach number range, and as the Mach number gradient was relatively small, 
the results in the 8-foot closed tunnel were treated as continuous data 
for these comparisons. Unless otherwise indicated, the Mach numbers 
specified for these data are those existing at the nose position of the 
model. 
Results and discussion.- The axial pressure distributions along 
the center line and wall of the 12-inch-effective-diameter octagonal 
transonic slotted test section are presented in figure 11. The fact 
that higher supersonic Mach numbers were obtained in the octagonal 
slotted test section than in the circular test section is believed to 
be due to the shorter length of test section, since with this shorter 
length less low-energy air is required to pass into the diffuser, The 
Mach number variation near Mach number 1.27 is approximately ±O.05 and 
decreases as the stream Mach number is reduced. At all subsonic Mach 
numbers, the Mach number in the test region is satisfactorily uniform. 
A point-by-point comparison of the local pressures over the l!-inch-
3 
diameter body in the 12-inch-diameter transonic slotted tunnel with 
those in the 8-foot-diameter closed tunnel are presented as a function 
of Mach number in figure 12. The pressures over most of the body appear 
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to agree quite satisfactorily in the two tunnel configurations, even in 
the Mach number range between 0 . 88 and 1.13, for which this body cannot 
be tested, because of choking, in a closed tunnel of the same size as 
that of the slotted tunnel . Above a Mach number of 1.08 in the slotted 
tunnel, disagreement exists over a forward portion of the body in the 
nature of a pressure rise relative to the pressure variations obtained 
in the 8-foot-diameter closed tunnel. This pressure rise does not 
correlate with the nonuniformities in the tunnel-empty Mach number 
distributions. Neither do these nonuniformities appear to affect sub-
stantially the pressure distributions over the model. At the 0 . 90-body 
station, the pressure differences between the data in the two tunnel 
configurations are larger than at the forward stations and appear to 
indicate a difference in the rate of shock movement with Mach number. 
Examination of reference 8 indicates that this effect may be due to 
the 25-percent greater Reynolds number and to the higher turbulence 
level in the 12-inch-diameter slotted tunnel as compared to the 8-foot-
diameter closed tunnel. The nature of the pressure differences is such 
as to indicate this possibility. The Mach number gradient in the 8-foot 
tunnel for the low supersonic values tends also to show these points at 
a Mach number lower than actually exists, thereby exaggerating the afore-
mentioned difference . The lower-surface and radial station pressure 
variations are also presented in figure 12. 
Figure 13 presents similar comparisons on the l!~nch-diameter 
3 
prolate spheroid when the NACA 65-010 wing is affixed symmetrically to 
the body. A pressure rise over the forward portion of the body above a 
Mach number of 1.08 is again noted in the transonic slotted tunnel. 
Because of the large number of individual test runs necessary to obtain 
the supersonic test points in the 8-foot-diameter closed tunnel, the 
data presented for this configuration are limited to two points in the 
gradient flow between a Mach number of 1.0 and 1.2. The accuracy of 
the comparison in this Mach number range is therefore severely limited. 
Again, the main disagreements between the data in the two tunnel 
configurations occur at the rear of the body, but the differences are 
smaller than with the body alone, a circumstance which supports the 
possibility that the differences may be due in part to Reynolds number 
and turbulence effects . 
The local pressures over the NACA 65-010 wing are compered for the 
two tunnel configurations in figures 14 and 15 . Figure 14 presents 
variations with Mach number at several stations along the chord . 
Figure 15 presents Similar variations at spanwise positions. The main 
differences between the data in the two tunnel configurations again 
occur at the rear chordwise stations . The disagreement is most severe 
above the critical speed of the wing but below a Mach number of unity. 
Again these effects may be due in part to Reynolds number and turbulence 
differences. The spanwise comparisons appear to agree satisfactorily 
even at the wing-tip position, station 1.000. 
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The data are presented as pressure distributions in figures 16 
to 19. The distributions on the body alone are shown for several Mach 
numbers in figure 16. The disagreement previously discussed may be 
noted in these distributions. The relative pressure rise that occurs 
in the slotted tunnel over the forward portion of the body is illustrated 
at Mach number 1.12. At 0.90 of the body length the pressure differences 
obtained in the two tunnel configurations are evident for supersonic Mach 
numbers from 1.02 to 1.OS. 
Figure 17 presents similar comparisons over the body with wing 
affixed symmetrically. Again the pressure rise over the forward portion 
of the body is illustrated at Mach number 1.12. For further comparison 
a test point at a Mach number of 1.20 in the transonic slotted tunnel 
has been added. The large negative Mach number gradient existing over 
the rear portion of the body for this test point (see fig. 11) increases 
the pressures beyond the 0.30 body station. The distributions presented 
are of necessity limited because of the small number of pressure orifices 
in this small body. 
Figure lS presents limited chordwise distributions on the NACA 65-010 
wing mounted on the body. The pressure differences for the two tunnel 
configurations indicated occur mainly in the region on the airfoil where 
the local speed of sound has been exceeded. A clearer comparison of 
these differences can be noted in the individual pressure comparisons in 
figure 14. 
Figure 19 presents a comparison of the spanwise distributions along 
the wing. The important pressure differences between the two tunnel 
configurations occur near a Mach number of 0.90. These differences may 
be more clearly seen in figure 15. 
The flow phenomena, as viewed by the schlieren method, over 
the l~-inch-diameter prolate spheriod, with NACA 65-010 wing affixed 
3 
symmetrically, are presented throughout the transonic range of the 12-inch 
effective diameter octagonal slotted tunnel in figure 20. The schlieren 
system used necessitated separate exposures for the front and rear of the 
test model. The test Mach numbers are therefore not obtained simul-
taneously for the front and rear portions of the model. The position of 
the wing relative to the body has been indicated by placing as acourately 
as possible the wing silhouette on the schlieren negatives. These 
schlieren observations were made early in the investigation in order to 
SUbstantiate further the measured pressures over the body, and no 
particular attention was given to the photographic impressions. Consequently, 
the quality of the resulting photographs is poor. It is believed, however, 
that these photographs will tend to portray the development of the flow 
phenomena for the configuration indicated. The flow about the body and 
wing is three dimensional and the interpretation of the schlieren photo-
graphs is therefore difficultj however, certain aspects of the flow 
phenomena are interesting as well as enlightening. 
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The local supersonic region over the wing increases as the stream 
Mach number is increased until the shocks from the wing extend beyond the 
body and are visible at M = 0.86 (figs. 20 (a ) and 20(b ) ). Increases in 
Mach number concentrate and move the almost two-dimensional wing shock 
rearward (figs. 20( c) and 20 (d) ) until at M = 0.94 the shock appears to 
increase its angle with respect to a normal to the flow and to be nearly 
attached to the wing trailing edge . (See figs. 20(e) and 20 (f).) A 
supersonic region also exists over the center of the body (fig. 17) 
and its three-dimensional shock is included in the combined disturbances 
at the trailing edge of the wing at Mach number 0 . 97 (figs. 20(g) 
and 20(h)). A compression region exists on the body slightly forward of 
the wing. The following sudden expansion over the body is noted in the 
light region above the wing in figures 20 (g) and 20 (h). 
At Mach number 1.00 a local supersonic region exists over the forward 
portion of the body, followed by an extremely light three-dimensional 
shock (fig. 20(i)). With further increasing Mach n~ber the compression 
region at the rear of the body (figs. 20( j) , 20( l) , 20(n), 20(p), 
and 20(r)) expands rearward and eventually what appears to be a normal 
shock moves off the tail . The origin of this disturbance is at present 
unknown, nor is it known whether the phenomenon is characteristic of the 
body, of the tunnel configuration, or of the observational technique. 
For Mach numbers near 1 .0 the bow wave for the body has not appeared 
in the schlieren field (figs . 20( i ) and 20 (k)) . At Mach number 1.01 
(fig . 20(k)) a weak wing bow wave appears . As the Mach number is increased 
to 1.04 (fig. 20 (m)) , the wing bow wave increases in intensity. At these 
Mach numbers large movements of the bow waves occur for small changes in 
stream Mach number, and at Mach number 1 . 09 a strong bow wave has moved into 
the field of view ahead of the body (f i g . 20 (0)). A strong wing bow wave is 
also present in the schlieren field. The apparent abnormal width of the 
bow waves is due to three-dimensional curvature. The wing bow wave also 
possesses three-dimensional characteristics at the wing tips . 
At M = 1 . 12 the three-dimensional aspects of the bow waves are 
apparent (fig. 20(q)). The intersection line caused by the f l at schlieren 
windows produces the slight curvature at the rear of the wave. 
At M = 1 . 14 the only evidence of shock reflection occurs , and this 
reflection appears to originate from a point on the three-dimensional bow 
wave itself, rather than from the solid portion of the wall or from the 
slotted mixing region (fig. 20(s )). The intersection of the body bow 
wave with the schlieren windows is again noted behind the bow wave. The 
wing bow wave appears to move forward , probably on account of the negative 
Mach number gradient noted in the slotted tunnel empty distributions 
(fig. 11) for this Mach number. The losses in total pressure through the 
preceding waves may also exaggerate this effect . 
At M = 1 . 21 and 1.22, the bow-wave configuration ahead of the model 
has been definitely established, followed by its intersection lines on 
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opposing schlieren windows ( figs. 20(t) and 20 (u )). The wing bow waves 
in figures 20 ( t ) and 20(u) are probably not representative of the Mach 
number indicated7 since the pr essure values (fig. 17 ) obtained in the 
12- inch-diameter slotted tunnel near this Mach n~ber are in disagreement 
rearward of the 0.30 body station with those obtained in the 8-foot-diameter 
closed tunnel . 
Figure 21 illustrates typical horsepower ratios for the 12- inch-
effective-diameter transonic slotted tunnels and for the 12- inch-
diameter open tunnel. By utilizing the 12-inch-diameter closed tunnel 
as a base 7 and by operating this configuration supersonically with 
straight wall divergence~ an indication of relative horsepower in the 
open and slotted configuration is obtained . Actually ~ this basis for 
comparison will tend to give too high power estimates for the slotted 
tunnel in the transonic range because~ for the closed tunnel as operated 
for this comparison~ the effective test section was shorter than would 
normally be employed. 
The experiments up to the present time have been confined to the 
problem of operation of such a throat through the Mach number 1.0 range ~ 
and no particular effort has been made to obtain optimum power performance. 
GENERAL DISCUSSION 
As may be seen from figure 7~ the principal prediction of the 
subsonic theory, in regard to minimization of the interference due to 
constriction of the tunnel walls by means of the circular lO-alot tunnel 
with one-eighth of the total periphery open~ has been realized with the 
large 3~-inCh-diameter body. The Mach number to which the slotted tunnel 
can be satisfactorily operated is much greater than the choking Mach number 
in the closed tunnel. As seen in figure 8, the pressures at the center of 
the body appear to be approximately correct up to the highest Mach number 
obtained. With regard to the complete distribution over this large bodY7 
however7 the slotted tunnel appears less satisfactory . As seen in 
figure 9 a distortion of the pressure diagram occurs 7 by which the pressures 
over the forward portion of the body are increased and those over the 
rear of the body are decreased. This distortion cannot be due to a 
pressure gradient in the empty tunnel because the pressure was essentially 
uniform over the test section. The subsonic theory based on potential 
flow about a symmetrical body cannot indicate any such asymmetrical 
distortion . The distortion indicated can be a result of too much outflow 
through the forward portion of the slots and may be due to interaction 
bet ween the large body and the slots in the presence of the tunnel 
boundary layer. With a smaller mode17 therefore, the distortion should 
be reduced; and with the l}-inCh-diameter bodY7 which was less than half 
the size of the model used in the preliminary tests, this distortion in 
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the subsonic range was not apparent. (See fig . 16. ) With regard to 
angular variations., pressures measured at various angular stations around 
the center of the large body showed no detectable variations due to 
the slots. 
With Mach numbers less than unity., the Mach number distribution in 
the test section of the transonic slotted wind tunnel is ~uite satis-
factorily uniform., as may be seen for the wall and center-line positions 
from figures 6 and 11. With a Mach number greater than unity., the 
distribution becomes progressively less satisfactory as the Mach number 
is increased. Up to a Mach number of 1 .1 ., however ., the variations are 
not greater than might be expected in a closed tunnel., a conclusion 
that has been SUbstantiated by schlieren observations., which show no 
sharp disturbances in the flow . The slotted tunnel presents the great 
advantage that the supersonic Mach number may be changed simply by 
varying the power input to the tunnel. 
As seen in figures 12 to 19., models may be tested in the transonic 
slotted tunnel throughout the range of Mach numbers about 1.0. The test 
limitation due to choking has been eliminated., a fact that has been 
confirmed by schlieren photographs (fig . 20) ., which show progressive 
changes about the whole model throughout the transonic range. ~{er most 
of the model surface the correctness of the pressures., as indicated by 
comparison with the 8-foot tunnel results ., is fairly satisfactory. The 
relative pressure increase over the forward portion of the body at Mach 
numbers above 1.08 is believed to be due to some type of tunnel-wall 
interference., but this hypothesis has not been confirmed. The nature of 
the tunnel-wall interference in this type of tunnel at Mach numbers 
greater than unity is not at present understood . The disagreement with 
the 8-foot-tunnel results at the tail of the model may be due to the 
difference in Mach number gradients in this region., since for all super-
sonic Mach numbers less than 1.2 in the 8-foot tunnel., the model was 
tested in a positive Mach number gradient of about 0.03 over the length 
of the model., whereas., in the s19tted tunnel a negative gradient some-
times existed. If the flow over the rear of the model were critical., 
large differences in pressure might therefore exist . Similar differences 
might occur because of the Reynolds number and turbulence differences in 
the two tunnels. On the other hand., the operation of the slotted tunnel 
may be such as to exert an interference effect over the rear of the model . 
The geometric design of the original circular slotted tunnel was 
intended to represent the boundary conditions assumed in the theory. The 
geometric minimum occurred two inches ahead of the upstream end of the 
slots., and the divergence downstream through the test section was only 
sufficient to compensate for the boundary layer that would be developed 
in a closed tunnel. The entrance lip at the upstream ends of the slots 
was made sharp so as to insure clean separation of the flow at this 
point. (See fig. 5(a).) The edges of the slots were rounded and the 
material behind the solid portions was cut away from behind the slots to 
insure constant potential at the slot positions (fig . 5(b)). These last 
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two refinements were not adhered to in designing the octagonal slotted 
tunnel (fig. 5 (c )). Otherwise the characteristics of the slotted tunnels 
are given in table I. The test section was made long, both because a 
large body for which the interference would be appreciable was to be 
tested and because the theory assumed an infinitely long cylindrical test 
section . The size of the tank was governed by consideration of space 
available and by probable interference effects . Downstream of the slotted 
test section, a slotted diffuser portion faired into the effuser bell at 
its juncture with the solid diffuser . At this point the cross-sectional 
area was about 20 percent greater than the upstream minimum area . The 
area ratio between downstream and upstream closed sections may be some-
what too large but experience has indicated that the highest supersonic 
Mach number obtained depends on this ratio . With subsonic operation, 
too small an area ratio results in tunnel choking at the downstream 
effective minimum before a Mach number of unity has been obtained in the 
test section. 
The power required (see fig. 21 ) would be less with a shorter slotted 
test section . With somewhat wider slots than those used in the tests 
reported herein, essentially open tunnel operation could be obtained, at 
least for subsonic Mach numbers, with a considerable reduction of power as 
compared with that r equired for the completely open tunnel of the same 
length. The power also depends upon the ratio of the area at the 
beginning of the closed diffuser to that of the upstream minimum. It 
appears desirable to shorten the slotted test section in order to reduce the 
power . Such a modification may have practical limits with supersonic oper-
ation because a certain test section length is required for the flow to 
settle out into a fairly uniform Mach number distribution . (See fig. 11.) 
The mechanism by which the supersonic flow is established in the 
slotted tunnel is not understood . Continuing investigations include the 
supersonic operation, the interference on lifting as well as nonlifting 
models, and the power requirements . For subsonic operation some con-
sideration should be given to the interference on lifting models . When 
large bodies are to be tested at subsonic speeds , as for example to obtain 
increased ReynOlds number, the tunnel pressure gradient produced by 
interaction of the body with the slots requires further investigation . 
This investigation has demonstrated the possibility of reducing the 
solid blockage interference and eliminating the choking limitations of 
conventional wind tunnels . It therefore appears . possible to test models 
larger than usually employed in a wind tunnel of given size and to 
cover a near- unity test Mach number range not heretofore practicable in 
wind tunnels . Further advantages include power consumption considerably 
less than that required for the open tunnel , and the possibility of 
controlling the Mach number at supersonic as well as sUQsonic speeds 
merely by varying the power . The practical realization of these 
advantages depends on the future development of the slotted wind tunnel . 
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CONCLUSIONS 
On the basis of the data herein reported, the following conclusions 
are believed justified: 
1. The interference due to solid blockage in a wind tunnel operating 
at subsonic speeds can be minimize~ by means of a slotted test section. 
2. The closed- tunnel choking limitation can be eliminated by means 
of the slotted test section . 
3 . A slotted wind tunnel can be operated at low supersonic speeds 
merely by increasing the power, and the supersonic Mach number can be 
varied continuously by varying the power . 
4. Test regions with satisfactorily uniform Mach number distri-
bution can be obtained in the slotted test secti on at all subsonic 
speeds and at supersonic Mach numbers up to 1 .1 . 
5. Pressure-distribution data obtained from tests of a nonlifting 
body in a slotted test section with the ratio of cross-sectional area 
of body to cross-sectional area of tunnel of 0.123 show good agreement, 
up to Mach numbers somewhat exceeding the critical, with data for the 
same body obtained from tests in a closed tunnel for which the corre-
sponding area ratio is 0 .00019 . For high Mach numbers including 
passage through Mach number 1.0, divergences of the two sets of data 
appear to occur , but reasonably good agreement is obtained over most 
of the model surface . 
6. The transonic operation of thi s type of test section requires 
considerable further experimentation and analysis before designs can 
be undertaken with certainty of complete ad.equacy. Particularly are 
data required. for models of large lift . The power performance and the 
fundamental factors affecting power performance also require much further 
study. 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Langley Field, Va . 
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TABLE I 
TRANSONIC SLarrED TEST SECTION PARAMEI'ERS 
[?ee fig. 5J 
Item 
Diameter, in. 
Length-diameter ratio 
Number of slots 
Ratio of slot width to 
total periphery 
Included angle of longitudinal 
slot divergence, deg 
Included angle of radial slot 
divergence, deg 
Wall divergence fram minimum 
throat area, in.jin. 
Area increase over minimum 
where effuaer bell becomes 
tangent to diffuser, percent 
Effuaer bell 
Tank-jet-diameter ratio 
Circular 
12 
3 
10 
1:8 
o 
0.005 
20 (approx.) 
Long 
2 
CONFIDENTIAL 
Octagonal 
12 (effective) 
11 
2 
8 
1:8 
0.1 
0.002 
20 (approx.) 
Short 
29 
30 
x/z 
0 
.0025 
. 0075 
.0100 
.0125 
.0250 
.0500 
. 1000 
. 1500 
. 2000 
.2500 
·3000 
·3500 
.4000 
. 4548 
. 4834 
.5000 
.5166 
. 5453 
. 6000 
. 6'500 
. 7000 
. 7500 
. 8000 
. 8500 
· 9000 
. 9286 
· 9584 
1.0000 
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TABLE I I 
PROLATE SPHEROID ORDINATES 
1 32" - i nch-di am.et er body 1 13 - inch-di ameter body 
(fi neness ratio 6) (fineness r at io 6) 
Station Radius St ation Radius 
( i n. ) (in . ) (in. ) ( in. ) 
0 0 0 0 
.0525 . 1750 . 0200 .0667 
. 1575 · 3016 .0600 . 1149 
. 2100 
· 3483 .0800 .1327 
. 2625 · 3896 .1000 . 1484 
· 5250 · 5464 . 2000 . 2082 
1 .0500 . 7628 . 4000 . 2906 
2 .1000 1 .0500 .8000 .4000 
3·1500 1 . 2497 1. 2000 . 4761 
4 . 2000 1.4000 1 . 6000 
·5333 
5 . 2500 1 · 5159 2.0000 · 5775 
6 ·3000 1 . 6040 2 . 4000 . 6110 
7·3500 1 . 6694 2. 8000 . 6360 
8 . 4000 1. 7147 3·2000 . 6532 
9 ·5500 1 . 7413 3 .6380 .6634 
10 .1500 1. 7478 3. 8670 . 6658 
10 · 5000 1 · 7500 4 .0000 . 6667 
19·8500 1. 7478 4.1330 . 6658 
11 . 4500 1 . 7413 4 . 3620 . 6634 
12 .6000 1. 7147 4 . 8000 . 6532 
13 · 6500 1 . 6694 5 · 2000 . 6360 
14 . 7000 1.6040 5.6000 . 6110 
15 · 7500 1 · 5159 6 . 0000 · 5775 
16 .8000 1 . 4000 6 . 4000 
· 5333 
17 .8500 1 . 2497 6.8000 .4761 
18 ·9000 1 . 0500 7.2000 .4000 
19 · 5000 · 9450 7 . 4290 · 3600 
20 .1250 . 8340 7 . 6670 · 3177 
21 . 0000 . 6795 8 . 0000 .2589 
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I 
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TABLE III 
DCA 65--010 AJRFOIL ORDINAT.ES 
Station Ordinate 
(percent chord) (percent chord) 
• 
0 0 
.00.50 .0077 
.0075 .0093 
.0125 .Oll7 
.0250 .0157 
.0500 .0218 
.0750 .0265 
.1000 .0304 
.1500 .0367 
.2000 .0414 
.2500 .0450 
.3000 .0476 
.3500 . .0493 
.4000 .0499 
.4500 .0496 
.5000 .0481 
.5500 .0453 
.6000 .0415 
.6500 .0368 
.7000 .0315 
·7500 .0259 
.8000 .0199 
.8500 .0139 
.9000 .0oBl 
.9500 .0031 
1.0000 0 
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Figure I.-Circular slotted wind tunnel configuration, 
.-----Slot 
Figure 2. - Cross section showing slots and angle relat ions. 
w = ne. For case shown n= 4 . 
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o 10 slofs ; 4 simultaneolJs eq,uat/ons 
o Correcf YCllves Tor open and closed circular 
w'-nd tunnels 
o 2 slofs; /0 BCj, ualions 
6 Rectansular I-unnel" copen side5 (reference 5) 
'V 10 sloTs j 14 simultaneous eq.uc:,fions 
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(a) Schematic diagram of transonic slotted tunnel. 
(b) Cross section view of 12-inch-
diameter, circular, transonic 
slotted tunnel . 
I i 
6 12 
In . 
(c) Cross section view of 12-inch-
effective-diameter, octagonal , 
transonic, slotted tunnel. 
~ 
Figure 5 .- Transonic slotted tunnel configurations. 
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Figure 6 .- Axial pressure distribution along the wall and center line of circular 
closed and slotted tunnels for several Mach numbers. 
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Figure 10.- I~-inch-diameter prolate spheroid with NACA 65-010 wing 
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